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CHASE TOMORROW.
CHANGE TOMORROW.
CHALLENGE TOMORROW.
OWN TOMORROW.



OWN YOUR JOURNEY.

DISCOVER YOUR TOMORROW.



At FJA, we inspire you to identify, 
establish, and celebrate who you are. 

In small classes, students know each other, learn to 
respect differences, and form deep friendships with 
their peers. 

This is preparation. For college? Yes. 
FJA graduates attend their college of choice. 
But this school is about more.  

It’s about equipping you with the life skills to adapt 
to change, to lead your friends, and to make good 
decisions. It’s about instilling confidence and 
knowledge and empowering your friends to do the 
same. This is a different high school experience 
- one focused on writing your own story.



FJA sent the only 
American team to the 
International 
Robotraffic 
Competition 
in Israel 
and won first place 
for our 
3D CAD design 
of a fuel injector.

SHAPE
 YOUR

 TOMO
RROW

Technology is at your fingertips at FJA. 

Every student gets a MacBook Air laptop with the full Adobe 
suite. You’ll be able to use 3D printers, laser cutters, vinyl 
printers and virtual reality in the Genesis Lab. 
This is education for the 21st century.
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WE.
ARE.
READY.

WE.
ARE.
READY.

TOMORROW STARTS WITH ME.
OWNING MY PATH.

It is not the path most traveled.

It is for the persistent and the purposeful,
the reflective and the respectful,
the thinkers and the doers.

It is for me because I am an 
innovator who will forge a career
in industries yet unknown.

I am a strong individual who celebrates
the strengths of everyone.

I realize that tomorrow
is all of our responsibility.

I am Jewish—and I understand the
past and the importance of bravely
leading others forward.

I know my destination and
how to reach it.

This path is for me and my generation.

And. We. Are. Ready.



Tennis. Golf. Basketball. Soccer. 
Baseball. Bowling. Volleyball. 

Cross Country. 

FJA students participate in a variety of 
varsity sports as part of the Catholic League. 

You’ll be out there with your friends making 
memories that will last a lifetime.

Discover your passions.

Interested in performing arts? You can see 
Times Square at night after a Broadway 
show. Love to paint or draw? You can 
display and sell your artwork in a gallery. 
These are opportunities you’ll have as an 
FJA student.



WE VALUE
DEEP THOUGHT
AND DEEPER
RELATIONSHIPS
CHANGE, CHALLENGE,
  AND OWN TOMORROW



Jewish identity is an individual journey. 

At FJA, we welcome all Jews. Supportive faculty and 
an excellent dual curriculum emphasize individual
identity while honoring a heritage of shared 
experiences. Top colleges recognize the high level 
of FJA’s classes, and they know that you’ll arrive 
on campus the most prepared to lead and achieve.

DISCOVER
 YOUR TO

MORROW

100% of FJA students end up at their first 
or second choice college.
 
100%. Why? Because our college counseling program is the 
best out there. And once you get to college, you’ll be ready. 
You’ll learn to become a self-advocate with the confidence to 
approach your professors, even at a big university.



“FJA showed me the importance of being part of 
a close-knit community. My teachers have always 
shown me that they care about my success, which 
has helped me build confidence. That’s reflected 
into my relationship with my parents and other 
adults in my life.”

 - JESSICA MENUCK, FJA CLASS OF 2018

YOU ARE THE FUTURE OF THE 
JEWISH COMMUNITY. 

NOW IS THE TIME. 





WWW.FRANKELJA.ORG


